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Title: Sophie Johnson, Unicorn Expert Is a Detective Genius                                                                                                     

Author(s): Morag Hood                                                                                        

Illustrator(s): Ella Okstad                                                                                       

Publisher: Aladdin, imprint of Simon & Schuster Children’s Publishing Division                                                                                           

Copyright: 2019 

Ages: 5-9                                                                                         

Call Number: Juv Pic Bk Hood, Morag 

 

Her name is Sophie Johnson and she is a detective genius. She solves crimes, battles baddies, and 

sometimes eats her vegetables. Bella is her partner and a dog, so she is not the best partner in Sophie’s 

opinion. While Sophie works tirelessly all day tracking down her suspects, Bella barks at “nothing” and 

attempts to distract her from her work. Sophie even asserts “Bella wouldn’t notice if a crime happened 

right under her nose.” However, that is okay because Sophie knows that at least she is there to keep 

criminals locked away. 

 
 
 
Title: Hocus & Pocus: The Search for the Missing Dwarves 
Author(s): Manuro Gorobei  
Illustrator(s): Manuro Gorobei 
Publisher:  Philadelphia, PA: Quirk Books 
Copyright: Originally published in France 2016, Translated copyright 2019 
Ages: 7-11 
Call Number: Juv Graphic Hocus & Pocus 
 
This unique graphic novel takes readers on a choose-your-own-adventure with Hocus & Pocus and their 

magical creature pet that you get to choose! You see, Hocus & Pocus have been given a mission by Snow 

White to find her seven missing cousins who work in the Heigh-Ho mines. But there will be puzzles, danger, 

and plot twists that you won’t see coming! Can you and your magical creature help Hocus & Pocus solve 

their mystery? 

This graphic novel is designed for slightly older readers, since the pages and panels go back and forth 

through the book depending on which route you take. However, there are colorful images, easy-to-read 

dialogue bubbles, and some pretty cool puzzles. The route you take on your adventure also changes 

depending on which of the three magical creatures you choose, since they each have a different special 

ability. This is a perfect book for readers who enjoy puzzles, goofy stories, and Pokemon-like creatures. 

 

 

 

Title: Isaiah Dunn Is My Hero 

Author: Kelly J. Baptist 

Publisher: Crown Books for Young Readers 

Copyright: 2020 

Ages: 8 – 10 



Call Number:  Juv Baptist, Kelly 
 
Ten-year-old Isaiah Dunn’s happy and safe world all changed when his father died four months ago. 
Then, his Mother stopped going to work and they could no longer stay in their apartment. Next, Isaiah, 
his little sister, Charlie, and their Mother live in a motel. Charlie calls it home, but Isaiah calls it the 
Smoky Inn because everything there smells like smoke. However, Isaiah finds great consolation in 
reading a notebook of his father’s writings with Isaiah as the star superhero character. Will Isaiah be 
able to live up to his super heroism by caring for his four-year-old sister when their Mother is too drunk 
along with the pressures of school? Although his Mother says they will only be living in the motel 
temporarily, will Isaiah ever be happy again? 
 
Other notes about this book: This title is an Overdrive book. 
 

 

 

Title: Wildlife on Paper – Animals at Risk Around the Globe 

Author(s): Kunal Kundu 

Illustrator(s): Kunal Kundu 

Publisher: West Margin Press 

Copyright: 2020 

Ages: 6-9 years old 

Call Number: Juv 591.68  K96w 

 

     Wildlife on Paper – Animals at Risk Around the Globe is a fascinating book both for its content and 

pictures.  The book brings to life endangered animal species from all over the world while at the same 

time teaching kids how cool and special each animal is. 

     The animals in the pictures are all made from crumpling and shaping paper.  The author states that if 

we do not care for these animals that they will cease to exist.  Future generations will experience them 

on paper only.  Having the animals made out of paper to make the point that one day we many only 

know them on paper, took my breath away!  What a statement this author is making!  To add to the 

illustrations, each animal, made by crumpling paper into shapes, was then superimposed onto digital 

environments.  Together, it creates a stunning effect.  From the North Atlantic Right Whale to the 

Bengal Tiger to the African Bush Elephant, this book celebrates beautiful animals from almost every 

continent.  Each animal also comes with interesting facts about where it lives and how it survives.  There 

is a map of where each animal lives on the globe in the back of the book. 

 

 

 

Title: Through the Wardrobe How C. S. Lewis Created Narnia 

Author:  Lina Maslo 

Illustrator:  Lina Maslo 

Publisher: Harpercollins Childrens Books 

Copyright: 5/19/2020 

Ages: 5 to 9 

Call Number: Juv Bio L673ma 



 

Clive Staples “Jack” Lewis’ early years were idyllic ones filled with books and imaginary role-playing with 

his older brother.  It even included a wardrobe carved by his grandfather. This world came to an abrupt 

end when at the age of nine Lewis’ mother became sick and died.   

 

A stint at a boarding school proved to be traumatic for young Jack so he escaped to books and his 

imagination.  After completing his education with a private tutor and entering college, World War I 

erupted.  He found shelter from the horrors of war by writing poetry.  At the end of the war, Lewis 

returned to Oxford University and became a teacher and a well-known writer.   

 

We learn that the characters in The Chronicles of Narnia and the perils they face come from Lewis 

childhood and his struggle to find peace and meaning in his life.  The colorful, vivid illustrations enhance 

the story.  It is a wonderful choice for children ages 5 to 9.  If they do not yet know about the imaginary 

world of Narnia, they will want to find out more. 

 

 


